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Free-electron-laser oscillator with a linear taper
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We present experiments and simulations showing the behavior of a free-electron laser~FEL! with both
positive and negative linear tapers along the wiggler. We show the power desynchronism curve widths, effi-
ciency, exhaust electron energy spread, and wavelength dependence as a function of taper for 3- and 6-mm
optical wavelengths and for resonators with 10% and 2% loss/pass. Simulations of the experiments, using a
multimode analysis, are seen to be in general agreement with the experimental results, carried out at the IR
Demo FEL at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. We find that short-pulse effects are more
effective than tapers in producing high efficiency with low exhaust energy spread, and the expected perfor-
mance enhancement of FEL tapering is not achieved.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.056502 PACS number~s!: 41.60.Cr
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INTRODUCTION

In the early days of free-electron lasers~FEL’s!, variable
parameter wigglers were suggested to enhance the effici
of FEL’s @1#. One way to achieve this is through wiggle
tapering, in which the magnetic field decreases~referred to as
positive taper! or increases~referred to as negative or invers
taper! along the wiggler axis. A theory for tapered wiggler
proposed by Kroll, Morton, and Rosenbluth@2#, assumes a
single-frequency plane-wave input and is thus applicable
FEL amplifiers. Application of the theory to an inverse tap
@3# ~or ‘‘phase displacement’’! also assumes a plane wav
though pulsed effects have been considered. The
schemes share a common theoretical feature, namely a
defined ponderomotive potential as an initial condition. Ea
tapered oscillators used a multicomponent design in orde
enhance the small-signal gain at the frequency necessa
extract energy from the electrons and produce a good t
ping fraction@4#. In an early experiment, researchers at L
Alamos National Laboratory reported the characteristics o
wavelength-tapered wiggler at high optical power@5#. In
1995, experimental studies at FELIX and Orsay@6# and the-
oretical studies by Saldin, Schneidmiller, and Yurkov@7#
~SSY! showed that a mild negative taper should produ
better extraction efficiency than a positive taper. For the c
of a positively tapered wiggler, there is a mismatch betwe
the optimal frequency for small-signal gain and the optim
frequency for saturated lasing. There is no such mismatch
an oscillator with a mildinversetaper, allowing it to start up
more efficiently.

The analysis by SSY provided the original motivation
look at the effect of tapering on the IR Demo FEL@8# at
Jefferson Laboratory. One can easily create a taper in a
brid permanent magnet wiggler by introducing a linear g
change along the wiggler. The field taper is very nearly lin
and the magnetic-field quality is still excellent. Howev
there are important differences between the SSY theory
our experiments. First, SSY assume a single frequency, w
the IR Demo FEL utilizes short, multifrequency electro
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pulses and operates in the short optical pulse regime. In
regime, the FEL develops a short optical pulse that pas
over the electron pulse as they both travel through the w
gler. An electron, therefore, effectively sees a shorter in
action length, which is equivalent to a shorter wiggler. T
efficiency of the untapered FEL is therefore enhanced du
the smaller number of effective wiggler periods~the effi-
ciency is inversely proportional to the number of wiggl
periods for an untapered wiggler!, while the tapered opera
tion is degraded since the electrons do not see the full ta
during the time that the optical field is present.

A second difference between SSY and our experiment
that our resonator losses are higher than those used by
Higher losses should result in lower efficiencies for the
Demo for most tapers. We therefore analyze our data us
simulations that incorporate a multimode analysis to ta
account of the laser pulses, and resonator losses corresp
ing to those of our experiment.

Since the IR Demo FEL utilizes energy recovery, t
overall performance is sensitive to thetotal electron energy
spread at the output of the FEL wiggler. Experiments w
step-tapered oscillators have indicated that the root-me
square~rms! energy spread is smaller for an inverse st
taper than for an untapered FEL for the same efficiency.
were therefore quite interested to see if an inverse lin
taper could provide enhanced efficiency while maintaining
even decreasing the total exhaust energy spread.

EXPERIMENT

The IR Demo FEL and accelerator, described in de
previously @8#, is shown in Fig. 1. It hasN541 wiggler
periods of lengthl052.7 cm each, a wiggler parameterK
5eBrmsl0 /(2pmc2)50.98, and is operated with'0.8 ps
@full width at half maximum~FWHM!# electron micropulses
~pulse length l e'230mm) with peak current I'60 A.
The taper is contained in the pendulum equation torq
d52@4pNK2/(11K2)# (DK/K).

Two experimental runs with the laser were carried out.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the TJNAF IR Demo FEL. The injector~upper right! feeds electrons through a linac into the wiggl
~optical system! where lasing takes place. The electron beam is then recirculated along the bottom path.
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the first, the laser was operated at wavelengths neal
53 mm with a resonator having 10% energy loss per rou
trip pass of a pulse. Untapered operation and three tape
both signs were studied:d50,64p,66p,68p. Exhaust
energy profiles were obtained by looking at a viewer dow
stream of the FEL when lasing with a pulsed beam. In
second set of experiments, the laser was operated near 6mm
with 10% loss/pass andd50, 64p, and28p. Finally, with
the laser wavelength still set at 6mm, the cavity losses were
adjusted to 2% and tapers of27p and110p were studied.
In each case, slit scans of the electron beam were utilize
measure the electron-beam exhaust energy spread.

For each taper, the laser was optimized with pulsed las
conditions. Typically the macropulses were 1 ms long at
Hz. At this power level, slightly higher electron losses cou
be tolerated and mirror-heating effects were negligible co
pared to CW operation. With almost 19 000 cavity rou
trips during the macropulse, the laser had plenty of time
reach an equilibrium state. For a certain cavity lengthS, re-
ferred to as thesynchronous length, the electron and optica
pulses are in perfect synchronism as they enter the wigg
Changing the cavity length byDS from the synchronous
length causes the optical and electron pulses to desync
nize. The average power is measured as a function of
desynchronismd52DS/Nl. For each taper, spectra at th
peak of the desynchronism curve and at1

3 and 2
3 of the way

out on the curve were measured. Finally, the CW lasing p
formance was optimized and measured.

Tapers were obtained by inserting precision shims at
ther end of the wiggler. Dial gauges on either side of
wiggler measured the position and gap of the wiggler
each taper. Since the variation of the wiggler field with g
size is known, the field taper can be calculated from the
taper. For a field taper of only 10%, a linear taper is
excellent approximation to the real variation. The reson
energy prediction will differ by less than 0.1% from the a
tual resonant energy for a resonant energy taper of 5%~cor-
responding to 10% field taper!.

SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

Computer simulations were performed using the s
consistent Maxwell-Lorentz equations@9# and dimensionless
parameters derived from the Thomas Jefferson Natio
Accelerator Facility ~TJNAF! FEL experimental para
meters. The wiggler parameterK50.98 has been given
above. For l53 mm, the dimensionless current
05650
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j 58N(peKNl0)2rF/(g3mc2)57, wherer is the electron-
beam density, and the filling factorF is the ratio of the areas
of the electron and optical beams. While the charge per
cropulse is known to a few percent, the details of the elect
pulse shape and hence the peak current are uncertain.
electron pulse shape was therefore taken to be parab
described byj (z)5 j (122z2/sz

2), wherez5zactual/Nl and
sz5 l e /Nl51.8. For l56 mm, j 510 andsz51. To pro-
vide perspective, weak-field gain is estimated byG5DP/P
50.135j , whereDP/P is the fractional increase in the opt
cal power during one pass through the undulator. The re
nator losses, determined by the total loss per pass from
resonator mirrors, are either 10% or 2%; the desynchron
d is varied from 0 to 0.4.

In dimensionless notation, the electron phase velocity
given by

n52pNF12
~11K2!l0

2g2l G , ~1!

whereN541 is the number of wiggler periods andg is the
relativistic Lorentz factor. The phase velocity is the meeti
point between the dimensionless simulations and experim

Since the IR Demo FEL has a micropulse structure,
behavior was simulated by introducing a short electron pu
into the optical resonator and examining the evolution of
pulse and the optical mode as a function of the numbe
round tripsn the pulse has made through the resonator. F
ure 2 shows the output for a typical simulation run, in th
case the behavior after 6000 passes through a wiggler
positive taper (d56p). The upper graphs give the shape
several dimensionless quantities: the optical fieldua(z,n)u,
the optical power spectrumP(n,n), and the electron spec
trum f (n,n), all at the end of the final pass. The shading
the middle graphs shows how these quantities have evo
with the number of passesn. On the bottom left, the longi-
tudinal pulse shape of the current densityj (z2t) is shown
for dimensionless timest50 and 1, corresponding to on
pass through the wiggler. As noted above, this pulse shap
not actually known, and we choose an inverted parab
shape for convenience. The bottom center graph shows
weak-field gain spectrum, and the right-hand bottom gra
can be configured to show the evolution of either the dim
sionless total powerP ~proportional to the integrated dimen
sionless electric field squared@9#! or the gainG as a function
of n. The dimensionless parameters printed across the top
the peak currentj, the fractional energy loss per round tr
2-2
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FREE-ELECTRON-LASER OSCILLATOR WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 056502 ~2002!
an , the pulse widthsz , the taper rated, the desynchronism
d, and the number of wiggler periodsN. In addition to show-
ing many interesting details of the behavior, the simulatio
can also print out the final powerPf or the gainG, both of
which are strong functions of desynchronism. Also print
are the efficiencyh5^Dgmc2&/gmc2 and the phase velocity
at the peak of the optical spectrum. These quantities pro
a good general assessment of the effect of taper on
behavior.

Note that we start the simulation with the electrons at
initial phase velocityn0 corresponding to the peak of th
weak-field gain spectrum. Since, however, the gain spect
is a function of the field amplitude, the optical power shi
to other values ofn as the field grows, as shown in the cen
panel of Fig. 2.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of many simulation r
for j 57, l53 mm, and 10% loss/pass. Figure 3 shows
weak-field multimode gain versus desynchronismd while the
optical field is still weak and the power is increasing. T
upper graph shows negative tapers; the lower graph sh
positive tapers. As expected from theory@7#, the gain is es-
sentially independent of the sign of the taper.

The FEL oscillator operates above threshold when
gain/pass exceeds the loss/pass, shown by the dotted li
10% in Fig. 3. When the gain exceeds the loss, the opt
power grows over many passes to saturation in strong fie
Once the laser power reaches saturation, the net gain
comes zero. Figure 4 shows the resulting average satur
power, also as a function of desynchronism and taper. S
lar graphs are obtained forl56 mm, 10% loss/pass and fo
l56 mm, 2% loss/pass.

One general feature of Figs. 3 and 4 is that the gain
the desynchronism operating range decrease as the tape
d increases in magnitude. The operating range is also a f
tion of dimensionless currentj; for example, if j 56 andd
568p ~not shown!, the laser will not work at all. In the
start-up region whered is small, the number of passesn
required to achieve the final power is large, but for largerd,
where the gain is also larger, the number of passes is gre

FIG. 2. Simulation results for pulsed-laser operation. See
for explanation.
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reduced. Ford50 and negative tapers, the sharp peaks
power are accompanied by evidence of the trapped-par
instability. This effect is reduced for positive tapers and va
ishes ford58p. The instability is caused by electrons in th
presence of strong optical fields becoming trapped in po
tial wells in phase space and oscillating at the trapp
particle synchrotron frequencyns5(uau22d2)1/4 @9#.

Whend,0.1, the final power, gain, and electron spectru
may oscillate regularly, in some cases exhibiting up to 5
modulation of the average power over hundreds of wigg
passes. For these regions, shown by the open circles on
power curves in Fig. 4, only the average values of the stea
state power are shown. We attribute these nonsteady ef
to limit-cycle behavior@10#, caused by the trapped partic
instability combined with short optical pulses. The modu
tion, caused by the oscillation of the trapped current, c
tinually modifies the shape of the short optical pulse. T
different pulse shapes have different powers and spec
causing oscillations as subpulse structures ‘‘march’’ throu
the pulse envelope.

In the simulations, the desynchronism curves are qua
tively different for positive and negative tapers. For positi
d, the power curves flatten, with the power diminishing s
nificantly as the taper increases. For negatived, the curves
have a more triangular shape. Note that the untapered po
exceeds the positively tapered power for most of the rang
d. For d524p, however, tapering provides power great

xt

FIG. 3. Weak-field gain vs desynchronism forj 57, l53 mm.
Top: negative taper (d50 –28p); bottom: positive taper (d
50 – 8p). The width of the power vs desynchronism curve is d
termined by the point where the gain curve crosses the 10% ca
loss/pass threshold.
2-3
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CHRISTODOULOUet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056502 ~2002!
than the untapered case up tod50.18, while ford526p
the improvement ends atd50.09.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In general, wiggler taper decreases the weak-field g
and the width of both the power and gain desynchron
curves, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 5 shows the t
widths of the power desynchronism curves versus taperd for
both experiment~solid circles! and simulation~open circles!
at wavelengthsl53 and 6mm. For 10% loss/pass, the simu
lation points are arbitrarily fit with parabolas, present
merely as a guide to the eye. Their purpose is to show t
as expected from theory, the desynchronism width tend
be symmetrical aboutd50. The experimental data follow
this trend, and the agreement is reasonable.

For 2% loss/pass, the simulations were expanded to la
values ofd in order to explain the data. Here the gain p
pass is significantly more than the loss per pass, which
creases the widths of the power desynchronism curves c
pared to the case of 10% loss/pass. Forudu,8p, the desyn-
chronism width is approximately parabolic ind, decreasing
from d50.4 atd50 to d50.1 nearudu58p. At udu'8p,
however, the slope of the curve decreases significantly.
yond udu'8p, the width decreases linearly withd.

The cause of this behavior lies in the dependence of
weak-field gain spectrum ond ~see the lower center panel o
Fig. 2!. As d increases, the gain in the primary peak d
creases while a secondary peak grows over the same ra
For udu.8p, the original secondary peak becomes the p
mary peak and the original primary peak decreases to ne

FIG. 4. Dimensionless saturated power vs desynchronism
j 57, l53 mm. Top: negative taper (d50 –28p); bottom:
positive taper (d50 – 8p). The trapped particle and limit cycle
regions are discussed in the text.
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gible levels. The new primary peak has a different dep
dence ond. To show the dependence of the desynchroni
width on the gain, Fig. 5 also shows the peak gain~i.e., the
peak of the gain curves as shown in Fig. 3! versusd. As one
can see, there is a clear correspondence between the d
chronism curve width and peak gain.

Note that the experimental desynchronism widths are n
in agreement with the simulations in the wings of Fig. 5 b
not for d50. We believe the cause lies in focusing effects
d50 as previously described by Bensonet al. @11#.

The peak efficiency, defined as the emitted optical pow
divided by the incident electron beam power, is shown v
sus taper in Fig. 6 for both pulsed and CW operation. For
multimode operation described here, the simulations sh
that increasing the magnitude of the taper causes the
ciency to decrease for both high and low loss/pass. The
periments agree with the simulations forl53 mm, but at
l56 mm the simulations show higher efficiency than t

or

FIG. 5. Total width of the desynchronism curves vs taper. So
circles are experimental; open circles are simulations. For 10% l
pass, the solid curve is a quadratic fit to the simulations and
provided as a guide to the eye. For 2% loss/pass, the gain swit
to a different peak on the weak-field gain curveG(n) near udu
58p, as shown by both the gain and desynchronism width.
2-4
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FREE-ELECTRON-LASER OSCILLATOR WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 056502 ~2002!
experiments when the taper is small. It is not clear why t
is so. It may have to do with the micropulse shape, wh
may have been different for the two wavelengths.

The efficiency for the case of 2% loss/pass and no ta
was surprisingly low in the experiments. Higher efficien
was limited by the inability to recirculate the beam due to
occasional strong lasing accompanied by a large exhaus
ergy spread. At 2% loss/pass and small values of desync
nism (d50.002), the FEL reaches high optical power, whi
induces a large electron beam energy spreadDg/g'15%.
Such a large energy spread causes the accelerator to
down, so that larger desynchronism values are often sele
for stable operation. While the simulations do not cause s
down, they do show correspondingly large energy sprea

Figure 7 shows the full width fractional energy spre
Dg/g of the exhaust electrons at the peak of the desync
nism curve versus taperd. Single-mode simulations hav

FIG. 6. FEL efficiency vs taper. Solid circles are the experime
circles for pulsed operation, triangles for CW operation. The o
circles are the simulation. The lines are a guide to the eye.
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shown that an inverse taper has a smaller energy sprea
the FEL exit, and the multimode simulations of Fig. 7 be
this out. The effect is not large, however. In general, o
expectsDg/g to be largest at the largest efficiency whe
there is the most trapping near zero taper. For 10% loss/p
the experiment and theory are in reasonable agreement
cept forl53 mm neard525. Here the simulations indicat
very little trapping, while the experimental spreads are o
five times larger and indicate that, at least part of the tim
the laser field does trap and decelerate some electrons
2% loss/pass, we have only two experimental points. At la
positive taper, the agreement is good, but at large nega
taper, the experimental spread is twice the theoretical spr

The experimental electron distributions for positive tap
negative taper, and no taper looked qualitatively differe
Slit scans and viewer images were taken at a dispersed l
tion to study the distributions and it was found that the u
tapered case has a nearly top hat distribution. In general
energy distributions varied with cavity length and degree
taper. The general trend was for the positive taper to hav
low-energy tail and the negative taper to have a high-ene
tail and very sharp low-energy edge. The positive taper ty

t:
n

FIG. 7. Energy spread of the exhaust electrons vs taper. S
circles are experiment; open connected dots are the simulation.
energy spread determined from the simulation isDn/4pN, where
Dn is the total width of the electron spectrumf (n,n).
2-5
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CHRISTODOULOUet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056502 ~2002!
cally has a double-humped distribution with a decelera
bucket and a second peak corresponding to the untrap
electrons. Electron distributions were also examined in
simulations, but, unlike the experimental case, no system
dependence of the distribution on taper could be made.

In order to adjust the taper on the FEL, it is necessary
increase the spacing of one or the other ends of the wig
to create a wiggler gap variation. In addition to creati
taper, however, the average magnetic field of the wiggle
correspondingly lowered, which lowers the operating wa
length of the FEL. Figure 8 shows the experimental wa
lengths versus taper; note that in all cases the wavele
decreases when taper is introduced, as would be expect

A comparison of these data with the simulations can
accomplished through the phase velocityn. As shown in Eq.
~1!, the experimental parameters can be combined to prod
an experimental phase velocity, which is then compared w

FIG. 8. Experimental wavelength vs taper. Wavelengths
taken from three points on the power desynchronization curve
the peak power,13 of dmax, and 2

3 of dmax.
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the phase velocity produced by the simulations. For cons
electron energyg and wiggler periodl0 , n depends on op-
tical wavelengthl and wiggler parameterK, both of which
change when the taper is changed in the experiment.
therefore calculate the phase velocity corresponding to
various experimental values ofl andK and compare them to
the values obtained by simulation. The results are show
Fig. 9, where for the experimentaln we have used values o
l, l0 , g, andK that are well within the experimental unce
tainties, and have corrected for the Guoy phase shift in
resonator. Note that the general trend of the phase veloci
to shift monotonically from above to below resonancen
50) as the taper is increased. This behavior is described
the theoretical dependence@9# of the gain spectrum ond,
according tonpeak5n12d/2. For weak fields,n152.6; for
the moderate fields utilized here,n1'5. We find that the
agreement is quite good. Evidently the saturated freque

e
at

FIG. 9. Phase velocityn for the data of Fig. 8 vs taper. Th
experimental values are calculated from Eq.~1! as described in the
text. Simulation values are from the peak of the optical spectr
P(n,n).
2-6
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FREE-ELECTRON-LASER OSCILLATOR WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 056502 ~2002!
remains near the small-signal frequency, which in turn me
that the optical fields are not sufficient to strongly trap a
decelerate electrons.

CONCLUSIONS

These experiments and simulations provide a good g
eral idea of the effect of taper on FEL performance un
conditions of high power and pulsed output. For 10% lo
pass, agreement between experiment and theory is rea
ably good, while for 2% loss/pass there appear to be gap
our understanding. Beginning with the high loss/pass res
we first find that the width of the power desynchronis
curve generally decreases with increasing taper and is i
pendent of the sign of the taper. Next, we find that the e
ciency is also decreased by taper of either sign, at leas
l53 mm, which is due to decreased trapping. Forl
56 mm, the experimental efficiency turns out to be on
weakly dependent on the taper, in contrast to the 6-mm simu-
lations, which behave similarly to the 3-mm case. The caus
of this behavior is not clear and we have not been able
reconcile this difference.

The energy spread of the exhaust electrons is of g
interest for a recirculating FEL. Under pulsed condition
both experiment and simulations show that the energy sp
decreases with a taper of either sign, but not by very mu
The exception is for a large positive taper where the exp
mental energy spread increases, while the simulations sh
.

n-

.

L.

A

-
A
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large decrease. Presumably this is because there is still
ping in the experiment, while the simulations show that t
trapping is greatly decreased.

Adjusting the taper of the IR Demo FEL necessitates
change in the wiggler parameterK, thereby causing a corre
sponding decrease inl for a taper of either sign. Expressin
these results as changes in an experimental phase velocn,
we find that the results agree well with the simulations. Bo
show that the wavelength tends to be close to the sm
signal wavelength. This effect leads to the poor performa
of the positively tapered oscillator.

The most important conclusion is that short-pulse effe
are much more effective than taper in producing high e
ciency with low exhaust energy spread. The short pulses
not allow a stable ponderomotive potential to evolve, so
expected performance enhancement in a tapered FEL is
achieved. We note, however, that for longer pulses it
been found that FEL oscillators can benefit from taper@5,12#.
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